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Overview

•What is Enterprise and Internet of Things? 
•Embedded, phones, cloud, Lego … 
•Constrained devices? 

•Applications and their requirements 
•JBoss and IoT 
•Building on a Raspberry Pi or Android 

•Where next?
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30 years ago …
•16K was considered a lot of memory 

•140K floppy disks were the standard 

•10 mbps ethernet was decadent 

•8 bit 6502 processor was king for personal computing 

•Wireless was what people listened to when there was nothing on TV
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Today …
•512Meg memory is standard on smart phones, 64Gig storage 

•256Gig USB sticks are the norm 

•100Gig ethernet at work and 30mbps to the home 

•64 bit quad core processors in laptops, 1GHz ARM in iPhone 

•WiFi throughout many cities
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The times have changed

•There are already more mobile devices than 
computers 
•There are 4x more processors on the planet than 

people 
•Most have TCP stacks 
•dsPIC33FJ12GP 16-bit microcontroller has as much 

horsepower as a VAX (40MIPs), can handle 16+ sensors, 
and is 1/8 the size of a penny 

•30 million iPads by end of 2011 
•1 in 2 Americans predicated to had smart phones by the end 

of 2011 compared to 1 in 10 in 2008
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The times have changed

• dsPIC33FJ12GP 16-bit microcontroller (2007)

• Motorola 68040 (1990)
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Java in 2000
•J2SE 1.3 and J2EE 1.2 to 1.3 
•Typical laptop configuration 
•1 GHz Pentium III with 512 Meg and 20 Gig disk 
•Sufficient to run full J2EE stack 

•Limited mobile devices 
•HP Jornada 720, 206MHz StrongArm SA1110 32-bit 

processor, 32 MB SDRAM, Windows CE 
•ChaiVM JDK 1.2 

•Sufficient to run some components of J2EE
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Java in 2014
•Java SE 7 and Java EE 6 
•Typical laptop configuration 
•2.2 GHz Quad Core i7 with 16 Gig and 500 SSD 
•Sufficient to run full EE6 stack (on several different 

OS concurrently) 
•Smartphones 
•Galaxy S5, Quad Core 2.5 GHz Krait 400, 2 Gig 

RAM, 128 Gig Storage 
•Sufficient to run many components of EE6
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Beagleboard
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2010 versus 2000
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“Little’s law” (thanks to Parkinson)
•“Work expands to use the power available” 
•Basic word processors on first PCs 
•Publisher-quality implementations now on laptops 

•Games pushing the envelope from Pong through 
Space Invaders to CoD 
•Distributed systems 
•Grids 

•Mobile devices contain more and more personal data 
•Wallets via NFC 

•Disconnected operation is the normal situation
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Applications for IoT

•Types of application increasing in complexity 
•Online purchases 
•Distributed peer-to-peer interactions 

•More requirements becoming a necessity 
•Security and identity 
•High performance, low latency, reliable messaging 
•Database updates with transactions 
•Workflows as inter-app interactions increase
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IoT architecture

IDE, Designer

Mobile App Platform

Ruby, Clojure, ...

Enterprise App Store, Security...

Management/Provisioning

Data 
Storage  

Relational 
& NoSQL

Web Services

Composite Data

REST Endpoints

Push Notifications

Debugging

Data Storage & Sync

User Mgmt

Analytics

Social Integration

HTML5 & Native Apps



Richard Hamming, 1968 Turing 
speech

• Whereas Newton could say, "If I have seen a little 
farther than others, it is because I have stood on 
the shoulders of giants," I am forced to say, 
"Today we stand on each other's feet." Perhaps 
the central problem we face in all of computer 
science is how we are to get to the situation 
where we build on top of the work of others rather 
than redoing so much of it in a trivially different 
way.
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Examples of JBoss and IoT

•Raspberry Pi/embedded 
•Narayana, Switchyard, Infinispan, AS7/WildFly 8, 

Arquillian, ActiveMQ 
•Fuse Fabric, Vert.x 
•… 

•Mobile 
•AS7 
•Narayana 
•jBPM 5 
•…
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GE Energy and Smart Grid (Fuse & 
A-MQ)
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FAA Next Generation (Fuse & A-MQ)
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NextGen Applications

FTI IP Backbone

En Route	

Terminal	


Non-FAA Users	

(e.g., Airlines, 

FAA	


SWIM Enterprise Infrastructure



ActiveMQ In Space!
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Apollo and High Energy Physics
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Examples on the Pi

•Raspberry Pi Model B 
•Wheezy, JDK 1.7 
•512 Meg, 8Gig SD card 
•http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2388408,00.asp 

•Modify swap 
•/etc/dphys-swapfile 
•/etc/init.d/dphys-swapfile stop 
•/etc/init.d/dphys-swapfile start 

•Go with 256 Meg initially. And a FAST SD card! 
•Maven 3
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Fuse Fabric on a Pi after 6 hours

•[ERROR] Failed to execute goal 
org.apache.maven.plugins:maven-surefire-plugin:
2.12:test (default-test) on project archetype-
builder: Error while executing forked tests.; 
nested exception is java.io.IOException: Cannot 
run program "/bin/sh" (in directory "/home/pi/
fusesource/fuse/tooling/archetype-builder"): 
java.io.IOException: error=12, Cannot allocate 
memory -> [Help 1]
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Increase swap to 1024 Meg!
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A faster SD card!
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Vert.x on a Pi
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MongoDB?

•After 10 hours of building …
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A little magic, fingers crossed and 12 
hours later …

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

•https://github.com/nmcl/mongo4pi
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Examples on Android (transactions)

•https://svn.jboss.org/repos/labs/labs/jbosstm/
workspace/mlittle/android/ 
•https://svn.jboss.org/repos/labs/labs/jbosstm/

workspace/mlittle/TxAndroid/
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Emulator example …
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What’s in the manifest?
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The code
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Results
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Code changes

•For Raspberry Pi? 
•It’s standard Java 
•No code changes 

•Just add a little more patience 
•For Android? 
•No StAX by default 
•Classloading is *very* different 
•No loading of byte code at runtime 

•Remember to use —core-library to get javax 
•Some pre-JDK 1.6 compilation issues …
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Conclusions

•Typical IoT applications need some capabilities 
normally associated with enterprises 
•Next generation IoT applications will need more 

•Trillions of sensors 
•Billions of phones 
•Cloud needs intelligent participants 
•Data on the inside vs data on the outside 

•Dalvik can be a PITA for Java developers 
•Java but not as we know it
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